D20 to Savage Worlds
Conversion
There’s a ton of D20 material available these days, and
many players and Game Masters may want to make use of
it. We don’t recommend converting player characters—they
should be built from scratch to use the carefully balanced
levelling system presented in Savage Worlds. You will want
to convert your NPCs and monsters, however, and this guide
can help you do it.

Levels and Ranks
Most d20 adventures start by explaining what level
characters it was written for. This corresponds quite nicely
with Savage World’s ranks, as shown below.
D20 Level
1-3
4-6
7-10
11-15
16-20

Savage Worlds Rank
Novice
Seasoned
Veteran
Heroic
Legendary

If an adventure tells you it was written for four to six 7-10th
level characters, for example, you’d want to make sure you
had an equivalent number of Veteran heroes.

Attributes
Look up the character or creature’s D20 Attributes and
below to translate them into Savage Worlds.

Attributes
D20 Stat
3-6
7-11
12-14
15-16
17-18
19-20
21-24
25-28
29-32
33-36

Savage Worlds Stat
d4
d6
d8
d10
d12
d12+1
d12+2
d12+3
d12+4
d12+5
and so on

D20 Attribute
Savage Worlds Attribute
Strength
Strength
Dexterity
Agility
Constitution
Toughness
Intelligence
Smarts
Wisdom
Spirit
Charisma isn’t used in Savage Worlds as a Trait, but a
character with a very high Charisma (16-17) should have the
Attractive Edge. A character with an even higher Charisma
has the Very Attractive Edge, and maybe even Charismatic.

Skills
Note that you won’t need to convert all skills as many will
fall under the character’s “common knowledge.” A sailor with
five different D20 nautical skills, for example, might not need
any in Savage Worlds as they all fall under his common
knowledge.
D20 Skill Level
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-13
14-16
17-20

Savage Worlds Skill Level
d4
d6
d8
d10
d12
d12+1
etc.

Use the Skills table to translate attacks as well. Use the
character’s base attack bonus due to level, ignoring any
modifiers for Feats or Attributes. Use this value for the
character’s primary method of attack, whether melee or
missile. In general, his secondary method is one die type
lower, but this depends entirely on the character.
Example: A fighter with a +7 base attack, has a d8
Fighting skill and a d6 Shooting in Savage Worlds.

Speed
Use the following table to translate a character or
creature’s Speed to its Savage Worlds Pace.
Speed
Pace
30
6
40
7
50
8
60
9
70
10

Feats and Edges
Most basic D20 feats have counterparts in Savage
Worlds. Take a look at the character or creature’s Feats and
decide which are the most important. It’s best not to try and
do a one-on-one conversion, but to look at what the Feat is
trying to do. Then you can find a similar Edge, or perhaps
simply raise the character or creature’s skills appropriately.

Spells
For player characters, the GM should decide the hero’s
rank and then let him buy spells normally (ignoring his D20
spell list except as a general guideline). He can determine
his Power Points this way as well.
For NPCs, the GM simply chooses the character’s spells
and gives him as many Power Points as he thinks is appropriate. This can be done quite easily by looking over the
character’s D20 spells. If he’s heavy on attack spells, such
as fireball or magic missile, make sure he has blast and
bolt. Many other spells, such as dispel magic, have direct
Savage Worlds equivalents.

Monstrous Abilities
Figuring out a monster’s abilities can be one of the trickier
aspects of conversion, since in general, monsters are
designed to be as unique as possible. Fortunately, Savage
Worlds has a number of standard “monstrous abilities” built
right in. That makes simple creatures like zombies,
werewolves, giant animals, and the like very easy to figure.
Truly unique creatures require a little more work, but the
system is simple enough to make it an easy task.

Size
D20 Sizes come in 9 types. These translate into Size
modifiers, which are added directly to the creature’s Toughness in Savage Worlds. Note that there is some overlap at
the higher end.
D20 Size
Fine
Diminutive
Tiny
Small
Medium
Large
Huge
Gigantic/Gargantuan
Colossal

Savage Worlds Size
-2
-2
-2
-1
0 to +1
+2 to +4
+5 to +8
+8 to +10
+10 or higher

Special Abilities
The best way to figure out other special abilities isn’t to do
a direct translation from D20. Figure out what the ability is
trying to accomplish instead, then find the best way to do it
in Savage Worlds.
An attack that drains levels in D20, for instance, is
basically draining life force. You can say it inflicts Fatigue
levels, Vigor die types, or even Experience Points (though
we don’t recommend the latter—that’s just not much fun).
Take a look at the monsters in the Savage Worlds
rulebook and their equivalents in D20 to get some ideas.
There are also a number of monsters in our free adventures
and conversion kits at www.peginc.com.

Magic Items
In general, items that provide a bonus of some sort in D20
offer half the same bonus (rounded up) Savage Worlds. A
sword +3 in D20, for example, is a sword +2 in Savage
Worlds. Plate mail +2 becomes Plate mail +1.
Other items with special effects have to be handled on a
case by case basis, but should be easy to decipher using
the powers presented in Savage Worlds.
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Open Gaming Licensing Information
D20 to Savage Worlds conversion is done under version 1.0a of the Open Gaming
License and the D20 System Trademark License, D20 system System Trademark
Logo Guide and System Reference Document by permission from Wizards of the
Coast.® D20 products require the use of the Dungeons & Dragons® Player’s
Handbook, Third Edition, published by Wizards of the Coast® Dungeons & Dragons®
and Wizards of the Coast® are Registered Trademarks of Wizards of the Coast, and
are used with Permission. Savage Worlds does not require the use of the Player’s
Handbook. “d20 System “ and the “d20 System” logo are trademarks owned by
Wizards of the Coast® and are used according to the terms of the d20 System
License, version 1.0a. A copy of this license can be found at www.wizards.com.
Designation of Product Identity: All references to Savage Worlds and its
game system are Product Identity, and are not Open Game Content. No part of this
document, other than that derived from the System Reference Document
(www.wizards.com/d20), is considered Open Game Content. If you have questions
about the Open Game Content status of any material herein, please contact
Pinnacle Entertainment Group for clarification.
OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright
2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark owners who
have contributed Open Game Content; (b)”Derivative Material” means copyrighted
material including derivative works and translations (including into other computer
languages), potation, modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade,
improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing work
may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce, license,
rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise distribute;
(d)”Open Game Content” means the game mechanic and includes the methods,
procedures, processes and routines to the extent such content does not embody the
Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional
content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any
work covered by this License, including translations and derivative works under
copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity”
means product and product line names, logos and identifying marks including trade
dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements,
dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses,
formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or
audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments,
personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; places, locations,
environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects,
logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered
trademark clearly identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product
Identity, and which specifically excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark”
means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to
identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed to the Open
Game License by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use,
Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative
Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” or “Your” means the licensee in terms of
this agreement.
2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a
notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms
of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you
Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except as described
by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open
Game Content distributed using this License.
3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your
acceptance of the terms of this License.
4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the
Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license
with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.
5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original
material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your Contributions are Your
original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by
this License.
6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of
this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open
Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add the
title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT
NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an
indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another, independent
Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You agree not
to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered
Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as
expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such
Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game
Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity.
The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain all
rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate
which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.
9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated
versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this License to copy,
modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any
version of this License.
10 Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy
of the Open Game Content You Distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game
Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written permission from
the Contributor to do so.
12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of
this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute,
judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game
Material so affected.
13 Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply
with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming
aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.
14 Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such
provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.
15 COPYRIGHT NOTICE: Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the
Coast, Inc.; Savage Worlds, the Pinnacle logo, and all characters and contents herein
are Copyright 2002, Pinnacle Entertainment Group, Inc.

